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Fair Summery Results



852 exh�b�tors

39from

99 countr�es

60.742 v�s�tors

www.plasteuras�a.com

countr�es

from
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39 countr�es

900+
hosted
buyers

www.plasteuras�a.com

from



Türk�ye

Kosovo

Bulgar�a

Roman�a

Macedon�a

Israel

Sur�ye

Germany

Greece
Saud�
Arab�a

Un�ted Arab
Em�rates

Georg�a

Kazakh�stan

England Bosn�a and
Herzegov�na Kyrgyzstan Sudan

Amer�ca
İtaly

Morocco Yemen Alban�a

Austr�a

Bangladesh

Hungary

Sloven�a

Armen�a

Eth�op�a

Sw�tzerland

Maur�tan�a

Maur�tan�a

N�ger�a

Spa�n

Czech

Ireland

Kuwa�t

Maur�tan�a

Montenegro

Qatar

Bahra�n

Gamb�a

Latv�a

Malays�a

Moldova

Senegalese

Canada

Croat�a

Eston�a

Hong Kong

Somal�a

Sr� Lanka

Turkmen�stan

Bras�l

Andorra

Burk�na
Faso

Indones�a

İran

Alger�a
Iraq JordanUzbek�stan

Tun�s�a

L�bya

Russ�a

Ukra�ne

Azerba�jan

Lebanon

Palest�ne

Serb�a

France

Pak�stan

Oman

Belarus�an

Taj�k�stan

Belg�um

Ch�na

Cyprus

Ch�bout�

Gana

Japan

Korea

L�thuan�a

Luxembourg

Malta

Sur�name

Z�mbabwe

Tanzan�a

Sweden

Ind�a

DenmarkTa�wan

Portugal

Poland

Exh�b�tor&V�s�tor
Countr�es



Platform where Latest Technology,
Mach�nery and Products are Exh�b�ted

www.plasteuras�a.com
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Exhibitor
Statistics & Feedbacks
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Purposes of
Exh�b�tors

1Business Contacts
To improve current business potential.

2 International Customers
Generate new sales leads from markets outside of Türkiye.

3 Company Image
To protect and improve company role in the market.

4 National Customers
Generate new sales leads from Türkiye.

5 Promote Products/Services
To make new product introductions.

6 Competition
To keep up with teh competition in the market.
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Rate of Ach�vement
of Part�c�pat�on

Goals
Improve
company

image
92%

86%

82% 81%

77%

87%
Promote

products and
services

Keep up
with the

competition

Protect and
improve
business
contacts

Generate
new customers

from
international

market

The fair anebles its exhibitors to achieve their participation goals.

Achivement of
Participation

Goals

Generate
new

customers
from Türkiye
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83% Our exhibitors increased their orders by
83% at the fair.

Impact of Fa�r
on Sales 



It has become one of the few fairs in the world. As the industry
grows, our fair also grows. This year is pretty efficient and good.
We will be here because we think that the fair will grow and
develop continuously.  (Almak Ateş)

Our expectations were low this year but Tuyap is really good. It is
perfoming well at the moment, well above our expectation. We will
definitely attend next year. (Tps Makina)

Plast Eurasia is a very important fair. We have been there since
the beginning and we have always benefited a lot. We only
attend this fair and it is enought for us for all year.(Hastek)

www.plasteuras�a.com

Exh�b�tor Feedbacks



We made most of our export contacts at this fair. It is a very
productive fair in terms of export and foreign markets. We can
say that is a perfect fair for this period. As long as this fair is
held, we will participate. (Dioki Petro Kimya)

There was no fair last year and it was very negative for us. We
also visit our customers outside the fair, but even if we want to,
it is not possible to visit as many customers as they attend the
fair. (Kontel)

www.plasteuras�a.com

Exh�b�tor Feedbacks
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90% 95%

Are satisfied 
with the fair.

Plan to attend
the fair again.

Exh�b�tor Feedbacks
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Visitor
Statistics & Feedbacks
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To meet
industry
leaders.

To give the
orders.

To find dealers,
representatives,

business
partners and
distributors.

To have the
opportunity to

meet with
experts.

To see
what's new.

To meet
available
suppliers.

To have
inspiration for new

business ideas.

Purposes
of V�s�tors

To reach out
to new

suppliers.
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Sectoral Breakdown
of V�s�tors

Plastic
Industry

Machinery
Industry

Chemical &
Raw Material

Industry

Mould
Industry

Packaging
Industry

Recycling
Industry

Rubber
Industry

Machinery
Supply Industry

& Equipment

Automotive
Industry

Metal
Industy

Cable
Industry

Electric-
Electronic
Industry
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Departments
of V�s�tors

Production
Manufacturing

Administrative
Affairs

Business
Development Purchasing R&D Marketing

Engineering Quality Maintenance
& Repair

Product
Brand

Management
Export
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Breakdown
of V�s�tors

by Pos�t�on

2 1%

1 6
%

5 3
%

%1 0

Decision
Makers

M
an

ag
em

en
t E

xecutives

Specialists

Owners, Partners, Founders

Managers, Directors,
Coordinators

General Managers,
Vice General Managers,
CEO/CFO/CMO/CTO

Engineers, Specialists



Orders of V�s�tors

35% Made a purchase
during the fair. 

Made a purchasing plan
for the post-fair. 64%

www.plasteuras�a.com



         of visitors using our online
platform say they are satisfied,
and           say they would
recommend it.

www.plasteuras�a.com

Visitors

92%
is satisfied

95%
plan to visit

again

84%
recommend

the fair 86%

53%

V�s�tor Feedbacks



The fair is beautiful. There are many companies in machinery
and raw materials. We found many machines and products we
needed. We are planning to visit next year as well.

It is very nice fair, there are lots of visitors and exhibitor
companies. The quality of the fair is very high. We will definitely
visit next year.

I attend the fair from İzmir. We bought a machine. We come to
this fair every year, we plan to come next year as well.

V�s�tor Feedbacks



Our 3rd visit, we come to see the raw materials and new products
for our own production. The fair proved itself for the
manufacturer in terms of raw materials and machinery. It
doesn't even have a comment. A must-go place for every
manufacturer. We got to know new companies that we can
purchase. We will definitely visit next year.

This is my first visit and I am very satisfied to be here. It is a
very big and sufficient fair. It is really successful in the measures
taken, I would like to thank Tuyap in this regard. I am thinking
to attend as an exhibitor next year, not just visiting.

V�s�tor Feedbacks



Communication
Tüyap Fairs and Exhibitions Organization Inc.

Tüyap Fair Convention and Congress Center
Cumhuriyet Mah.

Eski Hadımköy Yolu Cad. 9/1
Büyükçekmece - Istanbul

info@plasteurasia.com+90 212 867 11 00



Next Meet�ng


